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AUTHORIZATION (1/2)
An authorization defines the list of authorised accesses for a group of keyfobs
/ remotes/ mobilekey.

A2

A1

A3

A4

A5

A1

Click on the <Authorization> button on the left bar.

A2

If needed, select the residence

A3

Authorization charts: displays the list of authorizations in the selected residence, and the
number of keyfobs / remotes / mobilekey linked.

A4

Access charts: displays the authorised access with the selected authorization.

A5

Click on the following button for :
<Create> : Creation of a new authorization in the current residence
<Modify> : Modification of the authorization actually selected (the grey one)
<Delete> : Delete the authorization actually selected (the grey one)
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AUTHORIZATION (2/2)

A6
A7
A8

A9

A10

To create or modify an authorization

A5

, fill the fields above:

Give the authorization a name.

A6

EX : Front door , All accesses, Bin room….

A7

Select the residence if needed.

A8

If you have 4 buttons remote, tick the box.
Click in the boxes on the line of the accesses the keyfob / remote / mobilekey must

A9

open.

A10

Click on the <save> button to save the settings.

Note :
For any HF receiver :


Channel 1 and 3 of a remote command the relay 1(Input).




Channel 2 and 4 of a remote command the relay 2(Output).

Warning :


For the HF receivers in real time (equipped with a GSM) : the authorisation defines the
channels authorised to action the relays



For the HF receivers Stand alone (RW) : Select the Channel 1 and 3 or Channel 2 and
4 thanks to the switch of the receiver (see product manual)
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